Community Council Minutes October 16, 2017

Goal of Community Council: Oversee the needs of the school in the areas of academic and safety and how those needs can be funded through trusts lands.

Training: Oct 25th 6-8PM at Dixie State in the Gardner Ballroom.

Dibels Testing how the kids compared to the end of last year to the beginning of this year and with the other schools in the district. Most of the classes scored 3rd-6th in the district with Kindergarten farther down needing some support.

Language Arts: Getting a new program and in the pilot stage at this time.

Math: Using my math/Envisions. Envisions is a lot harder this year.

Computer programs:
The kids seen to be doing pretty good. Math space for 3-5 grade, it takes the place of ALEKS. Lexia, Xtra Math, Waterford K-1 are the current programs being used. Achieve 3000 is the new reading program for the upper grades, when they graduate from Lexia.

CSIP:

Professional Development: The Circus Theme. Things changed because of the Plantooning. 2 groups doing growth mindset, some doing the TPT (Total Participation Techniques) for example all students will hold up something to show knowledge. All of the science teachers are going to a training and Lesa Dewey is going to the trainings also and supports the teachers back here at the school. Two teachers are trying the Socratic method of reading.

SAGE scores: all of the scores have increased through the years. Some individual classes were low and will be getting the support that they need.

Susan is still looking for someone to teach an after school coding program.